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PART 1

INTRODUCTION AND
BRIEF HISTORY
Personal protection equipment (PPE) is an essential component to ending the coronavirus
crisis. It’s generally accepted that health care workers need access to PPE while treating
Covid-19 patients, but recommendations for the general public have varied among nations.1
Countries like China and Taiwan have required masks in various public spaces, while
countries like the United States have continually followed advice from the World Health
Organization (WHO), first advising that masks will not reduce public exposure to SARS-CoV2 and then later suggesting various types of masks for public spaces.2 However, agencies
within the U.S. federal government are still not using the most up-to-date information from
other countries for their recommendations and interventions.

1

Verbeek, Jos H, et al. “Personal protective equipment for preventing highly infectious diseases due to
exposure to contaminated body fluids in healthcare staff.” Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2020.
15 April 2020. Issue 5. Art. No.: CD011621.

2

Feng, Shuo, et al. “Rational use of face masks in the Covid-19 pandemic.” The Lancet Respiratory Medicine.
1 May 2020. Volume 8, Issue 5.434-436.
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Taiwan has had one of the most successful responses to the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak, which is
the consequence of its government’s swift response to reports of contagious illness.3 After
the Chinese government informed the WHO of a pneumonia of unknown cause in Wuhan,
China on December 31, 2019, reports of sporadic cases across China compelled Taiwan to
activate its Central Epidemic Command Center on January 20, 2020. By February 4, 2020,
the Taiwanese government had conducted numerous interventions, including securing
masks for the entire population and prioritizing who would receive various types of
protection based on expected SARS-CoV-2 exposure and comorbidities (i.e. medical
conditions that put various demographics at higher risk of Covid-19 mortality).4
At that time, the WHO was informing countries that there was not sufficient evidence to
suggest that SARS-CoV-2 is transmitted in the air or even person to person, but experience
with Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS 1) in 2003 instigated demand for PPE
among the general population in places such as Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan.5 A
shortage of masks due to heightened domestic and global demand convinced entities like
the Taiwanese government to halt all mask exports and highly regulate the price,
production, and availability of various grades of masks to ensure access to all citizens. On
January 20, 2020, the Taiwan CDC announced that the government had under its control a
stockpile of 44 million surgical masks, 1.9 million N95 masks, and 1,100 negative-pressure
isolation rooms.6 By February 6, 2020, Taiwan’s government had requisitioned all face
masks sold by convenience stores and provided each of its 23.8 million residents universal
access to 10 masks every two weeks at an affordable price.7 As of April 13, 2020, Taiwan
had scaled up its production to 13 million surgical masks a day and has since donated over
10 million masks of various types to the United States and European Union (EU)8 And as of

3

Ou, Huang-Tz, et al. “Community Pharmacists in Taiwan at the Frontline Against the Novel Coronavirus
Pandemic: Gatekeepers for the Rationing of Personal Protective Equipment.” Annals of Internal Medicine.
14 May 2020. Online.

4

“Name-based rationing system for purchases of masks to be launched on February 6; public to buy masks
with their (NHI) cards.” Taiwan Centers for Disease Control. www.cdc.gov.tw. 4 Feb. 2020. Web.

5

Lewis, Dyani. “Is the coronavirus airborne? Experts can’t agree.” Nature. 2 April 2020. Online.

6

Wang, Jason C. “Response to Covid-19 in Taiwan. Big Data Analytics, New Technology, and Proactive
Testing.” JAMA. 3 March 2020. 323(14):1341-1342.

7

“Name-based rationing system for purchases of masks to be launched on February 6; public to buy masks
with their (NHI) cards.”; Ou, “Community Pharmacists in Taiwan at the Frontline Against the Novel
Coronavirus Pandemic: Gatekeepers for the Rationing of Personal Protective Equipment.”

8

Chen, Stacy. “Taiwan to donate 10 million masks to countries hit hardest by coronavirus.” ABC News. 1
April 2020. abcnews.com. Web. 5 Feb. 2009. <https://abcnews.go.com/Health/taiwan-donate-10-millionmasks-countries-hit-hardest/story?id=69918187> 20 July 2020.
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now, Taiwan has only reported seven Covid-19-related deaths, as the U.S. reports over
150,000.

And as of now, Taiwan has only reported seven Covid-19-related
deaths, as the U.S. reports over 150,000.

These types of actions stand in stark contrast to the U.S. Although the organic demand for
PPE among citizens before the Taiwanese government’s early interventions is probably
most responsible for the country’s success, the U.S. regulatory system has actively
prevented its citizens from obtaining masks and other PPE. Some of this is due to the
WHO’s propagation of Chinese information, which suggested Covid-19 was not overly
contagious or spread in the air.9 However, health officials in the U.S. were aware that SARSCoV-2 might be spreading through airborne respiratory droplets before the WHO corrected
its original position. And the U.S. continued to provide dishonest guidance to the public on
the effectiveness of masks in order to prevent a PPE shortage among health care workers
as late as March 13, 2020.10
On March 29, 2020, the WHO itself was pressured to update its original stance on airborne
coronavirus exposure, claiming the “Covid-19 virus is primarily transmitted between people
through respiratory droplets and contact routes.”11 The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) then followed by instructing the general public to make their own

9

Givas, Nick. “WHO haunted by January tweet saying China found no human transmission of coronavirus.”
Fox News. Web. 18 March 2020. <https://www.foxnews.com/world/world-health-organization-januarytweet-china-human-transmission-coronavirus> 20 July 2020.

10

Bentley, Guy. “While a Real Epidemic Raged, the Surgeon General Was Spreading Misinformation About
Masks and Vaping.” reason.com. Web. 2 March 2020. < https://reason.com/2020/04/02/while-a-realepidemic-raged-the-surgeon-general-was-spreading-misinformation-about-masks-and-vaping/>. 19 July
2020.

11

“Modes of transmission of virus causing Covid-19: implications for IPC precaution recommendations.”
World Health Organization. 27 March 2020. Print.
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personal cloth face coverings for public spaces, but still advises against medical-grade
masks for the public regardless of circumstance.12
Although insufficient, these adjustments acknowledged research on the airborne nature of
previous coronaviruses, which are almost exclusively responsible (with similarly structured
rhinoviruses) for causing symptoms for the “common cold.”13 It’s now generally accepted
that the rapid spread of the current Covid-19 pandemic was probably facilitated by
exposure to airborne particles that can remain suspended in the air for hours, not just
larger aerosol droplets.14 Leading medical journals began considering this perspective as
early as May 21, 2020, when The New England Journal of Medicine published a letter by a
Harvard University faculty member speculating that close, unventilated quarters are where
people are at highest risk of coronavirus exposure.15 Although there has not been sufficient
time for research to determine safe social distances, early evaluations of SARS-CoV-2
particles suggest that enclosed spaces with poor ventilation, like elevators, provide the
highest risk for lingering-contaminated aerosols.

Although the WHO no longer discourages the general public from
wearing face masks, the CDC still only recommends masks for the
public that don’t filter contaminated aerosols.

12

“How to Make Cloth Face Coverings.” Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. cdc.gov. 23 May 2020.
<https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/how-to-make-cloth-facecovering.html> 18 July 2020.

13

Mäkelä, Mika J., et al. “Viruses and Bacteria in the Etiology of the Common Cold.” Journal of Microbiology.
Feb. 1998, Vol. 36, No. 2. 539–542.

14

Leung, Nancy H. L., et al. “Respiratory virus shedding in exhaled breath and efficacy of face masks.” Nature
Medicine. 3 April 2020. Vol. 26. 676–680; Klompas, Michael, et al. “Airborne Transmission of SARS-CoV-2:
Theoretical Considerations and Available Evidence.” JAMA. 13 July 2020. Print.

15

Meselson, Matthew. “Droplets and Aerosols in the Transmission of SARS-CoV-2.” The New England Journal
of Medicine. 21 May 2020. 382:2063. Print.
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Although the WHO no longer discourages the general public from wearing face masks, the
CDC still only recommends masks for the public that don’t filter contaminated aerosols.16 It
is reasonable to provide occupations with greater risk of exposure to SARS-CoV-2 (like
health care workers and grocery store employees) with priority access to quality PPE, but a
successful response to the coronavirus crisis will likely require access to PPE that filters air
particles for the general public.

Michael Osterholm, director of the Center for Infectious Disease
Research and Policy at the University of Minnesota, has stated
that masks are the most effective PPE to reduce exposure to
SARS-CoV-2.

Michael Osterholm, director of the Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy at the
University of Minnesota, has stated that masks are the most effective PPE to reduce
exposure to SARS-CoV-2.17 A Cochrane Library review supports this notion for SARS 1 and
respiratory viruses, in general.18 Osterholm has gone further to suggest that surgical and
homemade cloth masks are ineffective at protecting the wearer from breathing in
contaminated fine-particle respiratory aerosols, since the droplets often have nuclei with
aerodynamic diameters less than 5 µm (about two tenthousandths of an inch). This notion
of surgical mask inadequacy is also supported by studies cited in the aforementioned
Cochrane review, showing optimal surgical-mask filtration by wearing five masks at one
time—which only filters about 13.7% of airborne particles for the mask wearer.19 Although

16

“Rational use of personal protective equipment (PPE) for coronavirus disease (Covid-19).” The World
Health Organization. 19 March 2020. Print; “Advice on the use of masks in the context of Covid-19.”
World Health Organization. 5 June 2020. Print.

17

Rogan, Joe. “Joe Rogan Experience #1439 - Michael Osterholm.” Audio blog post. The Joe Rogan
Experience. YouTube, 10 March 2020.
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3URhJx0NSw&feature=youtu.be&t=2660> 17 July 2020.

18

Jefferson, Tom, et al. “Physical interventions to interrupt or reduce the spread of respiratory viruses.”
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2020. 6 July 2011. Issue 7. Art. No.: CD006207.

19

Derrick, J.L. and C.D. Gomersall. “Protecting healthcare staff from severe acute respiratory syndrome:
filtration capacity of multiple surgical masks.” Journal of Hospital Infection. April 2005. Vol. 59, Issue 4.
365-8; Somigyi, Ron, et al. “Dispersal of respiratory droplets with open vs closed oxygen delivery masks:
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cloth and surgical masks do provide some public health advantages relative to no PPE,
since they may catch some of the mask wearers’ mouth moisture, the lack of air filtering
mechanisms only provides limited protection for bystanders and almost no protection for
mask wearers. This is because aerosols can both penetrate and circumnavigate surgical and
cloth masks.20
Among masks distributed to the general public by the Taiwanese government, the vast
majority consisted of surgical masks.21 Although evidence suggests that N95 masks provide
similar protection to surgical masks from influenza viruses,22 coronaviruses tend to be much
more contagious than influenza viruses and likely require superior protection.23 However,
it’s not yet understood how effective surgical and cotton masks are at catching
contaminated droplets for bystanders, and whether their employment could greatly reduce
Covid-19 cases in the community. Although these types of masks don’t eliminate SARSCoV-2 exposure, they could significantly reduce the severity of Covid-19 symptoms, since
speculation on other viral diseases suggests that higher initial doses of viral exposure lead
to more-extreme cases.24
There is limited information informing initial Covid-19 responses, but since surgical masks
provide almost no protection for the mask wearer, a strategy that employs surgical (and
maybe cloth) masks will likely require broad compliance of all citizens in public areas.
Since about 45% of Covid-19 cases are asymptomatic, enclosed areas may only be safe if

implications for the transmission of severe acute respiratory syndrome.” Chest Journal. March 2004. Vol.
125, Issue 3. 1155-7.
20

Klompas, Michael. “Airborne Transmission of SARS-CoV-2: Theoretical Considerations and Available
Evidence.”

21

Ou, “Community Pharmacists in Taiwan at the Frontline Against the Novel Coronavirus Pandemic:
Gatekeepers for the Rationing of Personal Protective Equipment.”

22

Loeb, Mark, et al. “Surgical mask vs N95 respirator for preventing influenza among health care workers: a
randomized trial.” JAMA. 4 Nov. 2009. Vol. 302, Issue 17. 1865-1871; Glatt, Aaron. “Health care worker use
of N95 respirators vs medical masks did not differ for workplace-acquired influenza.” Annals of Internal
Medicine. 21 Jan. 2020. Vol. 172, Issue 2. JC7; Radonovich, Lewis J. and Bradley S. Bender. “Surgical masks
were noninferior to N95 respirators for preventing influenza in health care providers.” Annals of Internal
Medicine. 16 March 2010. Vol. 152, Issue 6). JC3-2.

23

Ferguson, Neil M, et al. “Strategies for mitigating an influenza pandemic.” Nature. 26 April 2006. Vol. 442,
p. 448-452; Cascella, Marco, et al. “Features, Evaluation and Treatment Coronavirus (Covid-19).” Stat
Pearls. Jan. 2020. Print.

24

Memoli, Matthew J., et al. “Validation of the Wild-type Influenza A Human Challenge Model H1N1pdMIST:
An A(H1N1)pdm09 Dose-Finding Investigational New Drug Study.” Clinical Infectious Disease. 1 March
2015. Vol. 60, Issue 5.. 693-702.
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everyone is wearing a mask.25 However, such a strategy requires adequate access to PPE.
Until broad access to PPE is ensured by the market and perhaps some government
assistance, and is extensively used, it’s reasonable to expect that only a minority of citizens
who can obtain the few number of masks with air-filtering qualities will have protection
against SARS-CoV-2 exposure when leaving their homes. If some people are allowed in
enclosed areas without wearing a mask of any type, they may be infected without knowing
it, risking infecting most bystanders who comply with mask manners. Asymptomatic
individuals infected with Covid-19 also tend to be infectious for longer periods of time
relative to those showing symptoms.26
While reconsidering its PPE recommendations for the general public, the CDC should also
re-evaluate its suggestions for health care workers treating Covid-19. Another Cochrane
review comparing the protection from N95 masks to powered, air-purifying respirators
found that the latter were 73% more effective at preventing particle exposure; additionally,
body suits were shown to better protect the body from various pathogens, which might be
necessary if high concentrations of SARS-CoV-2 can be absorbed through non-respiratory
areas like the eyes and skin. The simulation found fluorescent marker contamination in
96% of participants wearing N95 masks, versus 26% of participants using powered, airpurifying respirators.27 Although N95 masks likely provide substantial protection against
SARS-CoV-2 exposure, with 5% of particles passing through the filters, prolonged exposure
to contaminated air might require superior protection for health care workers who are
constantly treating Covid-19 patients. In Italy, about 20% of health care workers
responding to Covid-19 patients eventually tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 infections.28 Due
to Covid-19 testing kit shortages in Italy, this figure is likely an underestimate.29
Although PPE shortages have contributed to higher infection rates, it’s still reasonable to
suspect some currently approved PPE is not suitable for constant SARS-CoV-2 exposure. As

25

Menachemi, Ni, et al. “Population Point Prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 Infection Based on a Statewide
Random Sample — Indiana, April 25–29, 2020.” MMWR. 24 July 2020. Vol. 69, Issue 29. 960-964.

26

Long, Quan-Xin, et al. “Clinical and immunological assessment of asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infections.”
Nature Medicine. 18 June 2020.

27

Verbeek, Jos H. “Personal protective equipment for preventing highly infectious diseases due to exposure
to contaminated body fluids in healthcare staff.”

28

“Covid-19: protecting health-care workers.” The Lancet. 21 March 2020. Vol. 395, Issue 10228. 922.

29

Schnirring, Lisa. “As Italy Covid-19 cases soar, WHO tackles PPE, test shortages.” CIDRAP News. 20 March
2020.
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of April 9, 2020, 9,282 health care providers in the U.S. tested positive for Covid-19.30 These
preliminary CDC data are an underestimate because health care-provider status was only
submitted for 16% of positive cases, and if this number was crudely extrapolated, it would
suggest that over 58,000 health care providers have tested positive for Covid-19 in the U.S.
at the time.

Although PPE shortages have contributed to higher infection
rates, it’s still reasonable to suspect some currently approved PPE
is not suitable for constant SARS-CoV-2 exposure.

Additionally, health care workers tend to only get tested if they experience symptoms. The
data show that over 92% of American health care workers who were tested reported at
least one Covid-19 symptom, which is much larger than the 57% of randomly selected
citizens in Iceland, who both tested positive for Covid-19 and reported symptoms.31
Consequently, the CDC should determine the effectiveness of N95 masks and evaluate
whether N99/N100 alternatives provide sufficient protection. Regardless of these findings,
the CDC should immediately inform health care providers that powered, air-purifying
respirators might be the only effective PPE for prolonged exposure to SARS-CoV-2.
However, if such PPE is not available to any health care provider, the CDC should
recommend using the next best air filtration devices available. The CDC must be
straightforward about PPE in order to maintain an honest reputation that is necessary to
maintain health care provider compliance.32

30

“Characteristics of Health Care Personnel with Covid-19 — United States, February 12–April 9, 2020.”
MMWR. 17 April 2020. Vol. 69, Issue 15. 477-481.

31

Gudbjartsson, Daniel F., et al. “Spread of SARS-CoV-2 in the Icelandic Population.” The New England
Journal of Medicine. 11 June 2020. Vol. 382. 2302-2315.

32

O’Sullivan, Eoin D. “PPE guidance for covid-19: be honest about resource shortages.” The BMJ. 17 April
2020. Vol. 369. 1910.
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PART 2

TYPES OF MASKS
While widespread testing can be used to contain current Covid-19 infections and reveal
who might have become immune after developing antibodies from a previous infection,
masks may allow much of the public to circumvent complicated testing procedures and
safely return to essential activities. A wide range of available masks provide various levels
of protection for wearers and bystanders. Amid current mask shortages, it’s important to
understand which masks are most effective at protecting demographics most at-risk for
SARS-CoV-2 exposure and Covid-19 mortality.33

While widespread testing can be used to contain current Covid-19
infections and reveal who might have become immune after
developing antibodies from a previous infection, masks may allow
much of the public to circumvent complicated testing procedures
and safely return to essential activities.

33

Ranney, Megan L., et al. “Critical Supply Shortages — The Need for Ventilators and Personal Protective
Equipment during the Covid-19 Pandemic.” The New England Journal of Medicine. 25 March 2020. Vol. 382,
41.
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The WHO has recently updated its guidance on which masks governments should
recommend for the public, suggesting populations with comorbidities, like older
individuals, wear medical-grade masks in public spaces.34 Unfortunately, the CDC has not
updated its recommendation beyond cloth masks for anyone outside medical professions,
which might jeopardize the general public’s health.35 Consequently, the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) needs to update the CDC’s guidance and reduce
regulations preventing the mass manufacturing of regulated-respirator masks, so that all
populations have adequate protection from the airborne coronavirus. Additionally, HHS
should further increase the scope of masks it permits.

The WHO has recently updated its guidance on which masks
governments should recommend for the public, suggesting
populations with comorbidities, like older individuals, wear
medical-grade masks in public spaces. Unfortunately, the CDC
has not updated its recommendation beyond cloth masks for
anyone outside medical professions, which might jeopardize the
general public’s health.

Among global regulators of masks, there are many other standards that are sufficient to
protect health care workers and the general public. For health care workers, HHS should
direct the CDC and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to permit masks with equivalent
protection to the currently mandated N95 standard: FFP2 and P2 (EU), KF94 (South Korea),
and DS2 (Japan). Additionally, all masks from these regulators, which are listed in Table 1,
provide greater protection and should also be permitted. The FDA has already listed many

34

“Advice on the use of masks in the context of Covid-19.”

35

“Use of Cloth Face Coverings to Help Slow the Spread of Covid-19.” The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. cdc.gov. 28 June 2020. <https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/diycloth-face-coverings.html> 17 July 2020.
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of these options as “eligible for authorization” and should now automatically add them to
its list of authorized respirators.36
TABLE 1: MASKS FILTERING EQUIVALENTS BY VARIOUS GLOBAL REGULATORY
STANDARDS
Regulating country
Percentage of
particles
filtered:
80%

United States

European
Union (EU)

South Korea

FFP1/P1

KF80

90%
94-95%
99%
99.5-99.7%

China

Japan

DS1 (RS1, DL1,
RL1)
KN-90*

N95 (P95 or
R95)
N99 (P99 or
R99)
N100 (P100 or
R100)

FFP2/P2
FFP3

KF94 (Korea
1st Class)
KF99

P3

KN-95*

DS2 (RS2, DL2,
RL2)

KN-99*
KN-100*

DS3 (RS3, DL3,
RL3)

* May not filter at regulated standards, but could be used by the general public.
Protection level suggested for health care workers by the CDC.
Below protection standards for health care workers by the CDC.

Additionally, the CDC should immediately advise at-risk populations to obtain regulated
masks from Table 1 with protection levels (at least) below its requirements for health care
workers. Amid shortages, it may not be currently feasible to provide all at-risk individuals
with the optimal protection, but providing access to respirators below medical-grade
standards will at least better protect these people without constricting the supply for
health care workers.

36

“Stakeholders for Non-NIOSH-Approved Imported FFRs.” Food & Drug Administration. fda.gov. 6 June
2020. Web. <https://www.fda.gov/media/136403/download>; “For Respirator Manufacturers.” The
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health. cdc.gov/niosh. 28 May 2020. Web.
<https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/npptl/respmanuf.html>. 7 July 2020.
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PART 3

STRATEGY AND
REGULATORY
RECOMMENDATIONS
Currently, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulate all masks used by industry
in the U.S. Both organizations use identical number-filtration markers with N, R, and P
letter designations, which signal various amounts of protection against acids. The CDC
currently suggests N series of masks to protect health care workers, which offers no
protection against acids; and has permitted all R and P masks with filtering standards equal
or exceeding “-95” ratings to also be used by health care workers. All masks designed to
filter debris as fine as asbestos for non-health care industries should be more than effective
at filtering virion-contaminated aerosols and endorsed for use by all hospitals, since they
are now permitted by the CDC. Additionally, if hospitals are worried about exposure from
contaminated individuals wearing respirators with exhalation valves, they may require
respirator wearers to also wear a surgical mask over their valves.
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To address the current mask shortage, the FDA briefly allowed health care workers to use
KN95 masks regulated by China, but removed its Emergency Use Authorization after the
masks failed to filter at least 95% particulates.37 However, the agency should still go further
with its relaxation of masks regulated by Western countries, as their standards tend to be
more rigorous relative to China. For the general public, all masks regulated by the
aforementioned global organizations will provide far superior protection relative to the
cloth masks currently recommended by the CDC. After allowing health care workers access
to all N95-equivalent masks (with 94% to 95% particle filtration) regulated by foreign
governments—or what the CDC determines to be more effective at a later date—the CDC
should immediately recommend all masks below that standard for the general public, with
filtering mechanisms that remove 80% to 90% of particles from the air. Some research has
endorsed the public use of non-mask PPE, such as clear face shields, in order to preserve
medical-grade PPE for health care workers.38 But the research cited by these studies tends
to advise against such PPE to protect against airborne pathogens.39

The CDC needs to acknowledge that only medical-grade masks
can provide sufficient protection from SARS-CoV-2 and relax
regulations to increase production of medical-quality PPE, so that
all health care workers have access to quality masks and
containment can eventually be exercised by the general public.

The CDC needs to acknowledge that only medical-grade masks can provide sufficient
protection from SARS-CoV-2 and relax regulations to increase production of medicalquality PPE, so that all health care workers have access to quality masks and containment
can eventually be exercised by the general public. As of now, the NIOSH application and

37

Versaci, Mary Beth. “FDA removes Emergency Use Authorization for some KN95 masks: Masks failed to
demonstrate at least 95% particulate filtration efficiency.” ADA News. 15 March 2020.

38

Perencevich, Eli N., et al. “Moving Personal Protective Equipment Into the Community: Face Shields and
Containment of Covid-19.” JAMA. 29 April 2020. Vol. 323, Issue 22. 2252-2253.

39

Lindsley William G., et al. “ Efficacy of face shields against cough aerosol droplets from a cough
simulator. Journal of Occupation Environmental Hygiene. 27 June 2014. Vol. 11, Issue 8. 509-518.
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approval processes cannot meet the current high demand for new suppliers.40 New
approvals to produce masks currently take well over 100 days, and with current travel
restrictions on federal workers, NIOSH may take even longer to approve new projects than
usual.41 To address the current demand for approvals, NIOSH should allow private
laboratories and universities to perform its testing services, and consider granting
automatic approvals to companies that have already passed inspections in the past.
Additionally, NIOSH should reconsider safety measures it put in place to protect its
employees, such as Covid-19 travel restrictions across the U.S. These restrictions are
popular among federal government agencies but shouldn’t be exercised by NIOSH since its
work is directly related to ending the coronavirus pandemic.
Another approach might involve the federal government purchasing the patents of various
respirator face pieces and freely distributing the designs for 3D printers. This could allow
mask manufacturers to focus their resources on producing sophisticated filters and
exhalation valves, and allow others to participate in the simpler manufacturing efforts. If
HHS was to pursue such a strategy, it should completely remove its oversight from the
production of faceplates.

Ideally, the federal government should provide universal access to
air-filtering masks for the entire population by expediting all efforts
to increase production.

Ideally, the federal government should provide universal access to air-filtering masks for
the entire population by expediting all efforts to increase production. However, since there
will be an inevitable lag between increasing production and universal access to filters, the
government should also consider a second approach of providing faceplate instructions
that involve using elastic bands to place a thin sheet of cotton (or other more effective
fabrics) over the faceplate holes. While there aren’t enough attachable filters so that
everyone’s faceplate acts as an aerosol-filtering respirator, faceplates can still provide
40
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superior protection relative to cotton and surgical masks with cotton filters. Faceplates
don’t allow contaminated droplets to circumvent around the filters and also do not require
professional fitting, unlike disposable N95 masks. Additionally, faceplates are easy to clean
with sterilizing wipes.
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PART 4

CONCLUSION
If the general public gains access to appropriate PPE, most people wearing masks could
resume many activities permitted before the government-mandated lockdowns. Even amid
PPE shortages, HHS should immediately follow WHO recommendations to allow
demographics at higher risk of Covid-19 mortality access to medical-quality masks and all
citizens access to masks/PPE below suggested medical-quality standards. With no
precedent of any coronavirus vaccine ever being approved by the FDA, it’s not clear
whether a Covid-19 vaccine will become available. However, mass compliance of mask
guidance is another way to eliminate the virus. In a perfect world, if every person wore an
N-99/N-100 respirator in exposure areas, we could theoretically eliminate new cases and
would cut the national case count by more than half within two weeks.42 Such perfect
compliance may not be possible, but the U.S. should use such considerations to determine
whether pursuing a vaccine is the most efficient means of ending the Covid-19 pandemic.
While evaluating which PPE to prioritize for health care workers, essential service
employees, and the general public, HHS should acknowledge that N95 masks may not
provide sufficient protection for individuals with prolonged SARS-CoV-2 exposure.
Unfortunately, the current supply of PPE is insufficient to provide all Covid-19 responders
with powered, air-purifying respirators and the general public with air-filtering face masks.
However, powered devices might not be necessary after evaluating the effectiveness of
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N99 and N100 masks. If federal agencies take the opportunity to remove manufacturing
regulations that are compromising public health, the U.S. may be able produce the PPE
necessary to contain SARS-CoV-2 and expedite the return to all pre-Covid-19 activities.
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